B R A N D C H A LLENG E
How to find and engage an audience who
understand what Tilda has to offer and why they
merit such a high price
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I N S IG H T
Foodies are a key target for premium brands in
commodity categories, and routinely over-index on
buying them versus supermarket own-label
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B I G ID EA – THE P ERFEC T RIC E
The most important thing to acknowledge is that
different types of rice cook at different times and
temperatures, so unfortunately there isn’t one
single rule for cooking all the grains grown around
the world

almost a quarter of people admit
they struggle to cook rice that comes out
fluffy and aromatic every single time

almost half of consumers lack the
knowledge to choose the right grain
for a dish or cuisine

SOURCE: January 2019 National Survey (SSI)

WH AT W E D I D
The ‘Perfect Rice’ series showcased up and coming
recipes from West African, Fusion and Regional
Indian cuisines.
We created a set of inspirational content, ranging
from deep dive editorial features and recipe videos
that foodies could really engage with. High-impact
Tilda advertising was positioned alongside rice
content on-site, and bespoke complementary
content was shared across our social media
channels, including social channels and our
newsletters.

RE SULTS – PROVING THAT TH E PE R F EC T
RICE IS WORTH PAYING M OR E FOR
At the beginning of our relationship with Tilda in
2017, we found that our audience were only buying
the brand 9% more than the National Average, and
didn’t understand the value the brand had to offer.
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